
 

BlackHatWorld (BHW) is an internet forum owned by Damien Trevatt that focuses on black hat search 

engine optimization (SEO) techniques and services, often known as spamdexing.  

 

Site services vary, including copywriting; graphic design; web design; SEO, including onpage and offpage 

optimization; social media marketing; and application development. Other site services include bulk 

account registration, fraud making unconventional money, video game bots, and developments in the 

SEO space. 

 

BlackHatWorld has a community of users who express interest in online marketing and digital business, 

and is a place where people can share ideas and seek advice from other members. BlackHatWorld i s 

considered One of the largest online forums for digital marketing. This forum not only focuses on the 

practice of black hat marketing, but also has a section dedicated to white hat activities.  

 

Most online marketers know about social media and SEO tactics as a way to make money online 

knowing the terms "White Hat" "Gray Hat" and "Black Hat." for businesses with "White Hat" topping 

and "Black Hat", well, say "more creative." 

 

Some marketers will turn to places like blackhatworld.com, which is one of the bi ggest centers of Black 

Hat marketing ideas on the internet, because they think it's just a bot and fraud tactic. Let me tell you, 

after spending a few days there, I can say that these marketers lost the opportunity.  



 

The amount of information, reviews and tips is very surprising. Lately, I have been on Instagram's 

growth drive so I think this might be a good way to test site usability for someone who is just looking for 

information and not buying followers or likes. I read a number of posts about Instagram marketing and 

spent more time there than expected, learning about the tactics used by other Instagram marketers to 

make sure their posts reach the right people, how they involve their community, and where they find 

the best sponsors to paid post. 

 

Their market is also impressive, where freelancers offer their services that run all of copywriting, 

graphics, SEO, and much more (plus, yes, some applications that will destroy the Instagram admin 

team). 
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